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  Abstract—Predicting therapeutic outcome in the mental health domain is of at most importance to enable therapists to 

provide the most effective treatment to a patient. One solution to the many challenges faced by mental health care is the use 

of new technology such as the website-based Treatment Outcome System using Statistical Analysis. This website-based system 

extracts a wealth of information from the text written by patients. This information is found by the Questions that are asked 

by the Therapist which are dynamic in nature. The answers are deduced based on their usage of words, the topics they talk 

about, the sentiment of the messages and the style of writing. This System is used to alert the Doctor or Therapist about the 

user’s depression, and let the doctors or therapists to interact with the Depressed Users using a Messaging Method to set up a 

session. 

  Keywords— Depression, Therapists, Web-based Questions, sentiments, statistical analysis.   

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 
Microblogging systems have grown quickly, and people tend to use them as an important source to share and obtain the infor-

mation in everyday life (Qu Yan et al.,2011), especially in emergency situations, such as earthquakes, floods, and hurricanes. David 

Bell et al. (2014) studied the Electronic communication networks and expressed as permeating many aspects supporting inter-

personal communication in a range of forms, and allowing individuals to freely create and share content through multiple platforms 

without requiring coding skills.  This content consists of vast amounts of natural language data, providing an unprecedented insight 

into human social behavior, sentiments, opinions and expertise on a global scale, creating a wealth of new opportunities for Natural 

Language Processing (NLP) research, with immediate implications for business and commerce. While recognizing the immense 

value of machine learning algorithms, it develops the argument that a simpler rule-based solution that leverages some of the ‗natu-

ral‘ constraints imposed by the communication medium itself can also yield promising results. The paper uses a robot as a proof-of-

concept system. With the rapid growth of user-generated data on the Web, people usually use micro-blogging which has become a 

novel social media (Whiteford et al.,2013) or expressing their opinion. 

 
II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

 
The effectiveness of an iCBT Program in primary care had been demonstrated for its efficacious using two randomized controlled 

trials (RCTs) was evaluated by Williams and Andrews (2013).  The data from 359 patients included in the Sadness Program in Aus-

tralia from October 2010 to November 2011. Intent-to-treat marginal model analyses resulted in significant reductions in depressive 

symptoms (PHQ9), distress (K10), and impairment (WHODAS-II) and in severe and/or suicidal patients.  When secondary analyses 

were taken-up on patients who completed all 6 lessons showed significant change as indexed by established criteria for remission, 

recovery, and reliable change. In addition, the Sadness Program is effective when prescribed by primary care practitioners and is 

consistent with a cost-effective stepped-care framework. 

Similarly, Kotaro Imamura et al. (2014) tried to develop a new Internet-based computerized cognitive behavior therapy (iCBT) 

program in Manga format, for workers (Japanese cartoon) and examined the effects of the iCBT program for improving the sub-

threshold depression using a randomized controlled trial (RCT) design.  A total of 64 trials were identified. The mean effective size 

(efficacy) was g = 0.80 (NNT 2.34), and the benefit was evident across all four disorders. Improvement was maintained at follow-

with good acceptability. In addition to the above, nine studies were conducted comparing iCBT with traditional face-to-face CBT 

and three comparing iCBT with bibliotherapy. The results showed that all three modes of treatment found equally beneficial.  

Clinical trials have taken-up to study the efficacy of internet delivered cognitive behaviour therapy (ICBT) for both anxiety and 

depression as routine care in Sweden, Denmark, Norway, Canada and Australia.  All these counties have systems of governance 

which monitor the quality of care, safety of patient, performance of therapist and most importantly security of data. The therapist-

guided ICBT can be a valuable part of mental health services for anxiety and depression. Important components of successful ICBT 

services are rigorous governance to maintain a high standard of clinical care, and the measurement and reporting of outcomes as 

reported by Nickolai Titov et al.(2018).   

Ye et al. (2015) used a meta-analysis to determine the effects of ICBT-i on anxiety and depression. Electronic databases, includ-

ing PubMed, EMBASE, PsycINFO and the Cochrane Library were systematically searched for randomized controlled trials (RCTs) 

of ICBT-i. The Data used in this study were extracted from the qualified studies. The SD (mean) and 95% confidence interval were 

calculated to assess the effects of ICBT-i on comorbid anxiety and depression. Nine records that included ten studies were ultimate-

ly qualified. The effect sizes (ESs) were -0.35 [-0.46, -0.25] for anxiety and -0.36 [-0.47, -0.26] for depression, which were stable 

using a between-group or within-group comparison and suggest positive effects of ICBT-i on both comorbid disorders. 
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Large sample (n = 982) was used seeking iCBT for depression analysis and compared these characteristics from source of self-

reported recruitment. These sources include more active treatment-seeking behaviors (Google searches, viewing postings on mental 

health websites) presented more severe depression and anxiety compared to those recruited who are more passive sources of infor-

mation (newspaper advertisements, referrals by friends and family).  

It was found that the number of demographic differences between groups were also found. These findings have important impli-

cations for iCBT research projects and clinical programs who employ open recruitment procedures and multi-modal recruitment 

strategies, and who wish to recruit representative samples or target specific subgroups Philip Lindner et al. (2015). 

We have limited knowledge in connection with therapist guidance in ICBT. The purpose of this study was to examine therapist 

messages sent to patients during the course of ICBT for depressive symptoms which will identify the common ―therapist behav-

iours‖ and the extent to which these therapists behaviours correlate with modules and improvements in symptoms at post-treatment 

for one or two-year follow-up.  A total of 664 e-mails from 5 therapists of 42 patients were used for qualitative content analysis. 

The most frequent behaviour was 31.5% of the total number of coded behaviours. This was followed by affirming (25.1%), guiding 

(22.2%) and urging (9.8%).  Less frequently, the therapists clarified the internet treatment framework, informed about module con-

tent, emphasised the importance of patient responsibility, confronted the patient and made self-disclosures. Among the nine Six of 

the therapist behaviours correlated with module completion, while three behaviours correlated with symptom improvement. This 

study found to be better understanding of therapist behaviours in ICBT for depressive symptoms (Holländare et al.,2018). 

 

III. IMPLEMENTATION 

 

There are four modules included in this proposed approach (Fig.1), they are: 1. Questionaries, 2. User answering, 3. Data pre-

processing,    4. Data classification. 

Under the first module i.e., Questionaries which is being used to create the questions by the Doctor or Therapist. The questions 

are meant for every person (Patient).  Under the second module i.e., User answering which is used to design the system based on 

screening to handle the user answers, which has a login page for users and for administrator to handle the depression reporting sys-

tem. After this, the user posts their own answers in our designed website. The third module, i.e., Data pre-processing used for ex-

tracting only the text of each raw Answer and remove all meta-information associated with it. Also, the tokenize removes all punc-

tuation marks and splits each SUM into tokens corresponding to words (bag-of-words representation). It also consists stop-word 

filtering consists in eliminating stop-words, i.e., words which provide little or no information to the text analysis.  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.1 System architecture 

 

The fourth module i.e., Data classification where the system continuously monitors a user post and notifies the presence of behav-

iour to known persons. It uses Naïve Bayes Algorithm to classify the depression and normal posts.  It also identifies the depression 

related post and retrieve the user details within a moment. Further, the actual notification of the depressed details may be sent after 

the identification of a certain number of user answers with the same label.  

 

A. Proposed System 

A system has been visualized and developed for this purpose. Predicting therapeutic outcome in the mental health domain is of 

utmost importance to enable therapists to provide the most effective treatment to a patient.One solution to the many challenges 

faced by mental health care is the use of new technology such as the Sentiment Screening and Examination of Mass Individu-

als.This Screening extracts a wealth of information from the text written by patients including their usage of words, the topics they 

talk about, the sentiment of the messages, and the style of writing. This method is used to alert to parents, friends and family about 
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the depression, and give suggestions and helps to interact with a therapist. 

The Proposed System is Sentiment Screening and Examination of Mass Individuals, which provides treatment suggestions for de-

pressed persons through screening. Patients are detected by way of texting in screening facility to interact with a therapist, friends 

and family. 

 

(1) Take user‘s recent individual emotion as well as emotion difference between user and Screening as metrics to further analyze 

user‘s sentiment tendency. 

(2) Improve traditional Salton metrics according todirectivity of link for being applied to directed network better. 

(3) Blend temporal information in user‘s retweeting sentiment features on the basis of time series of user‘scontents and network 

topological information so as to capture dynamic evolution process of information and network structure. 

(4) Evaluate MLNBRST on real-world Screening dataset and elaborate the importance of different screening sentiment features 

and temporal information on user‘s sentiment tendency analysis. 

 

IV. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

 

A. Depression Reporting and Treatment Outcome 

This module is reporting module, which reports the depressed user details to the Doctor or the Therapist. Also, the treatment out-

come also in this module, which gives mental support to the user to regain from the depression. The module lets the Doctor / 

Therepist to communicate with the Patient about their anxiety disorder. 

 

We explored the problem of finding the possible variations and analyzing user‘s screening sentiment tendency in dynamic Web-

site. Firstly, relationship-based features were inferred from users‘ dynamic Salton metrics and dynamic interaction frequency. Sec-

ondly, along with the number of positive and negative emotional words, we built recent mood statistics and emotion divergence 

based on time series of users‘ posts. And then on the basis of Naive Bayes theory, we represented models in lower layers from rela-

tionship, and emotion-based dimension, respectively, followed by designing a multilayer screening model on constructed models of 

different dimensions to analyze user‘s sentiment tendency. Finally, we ran a set of experiments on a real-world dataset to investi-

gate the performance of our model and reported system performances in terms of precision, recall, and 1-measure. In general, the 

experimental results demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed framework. 

Finally, we build a multilayer screening model based on multidimensional screening models to analyze user‘s sentiment tendency 

towards a Questions. Experiments on real-world dataset demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed framework. Further experi-

ments are conducted to understand the importance of dynamic sentiment features and temporal information in sentiment tendency 

analysis. What is more, we provide a new train of thought for sentiment tendency analysis in dynamic Website. 

   

B. Advantages of the System  

• Easy and fast in Detecting the Negative thoughts from patient using Screening. 

• This Screening facility to interact with a therapist friends and family which are faster and more efficient. 

• The ability to predict patient‘s outcomes early and therapy can be valuable because it can allow therapists to adjust therapy 

as soon as possible. 

V. CONCLUSION 

 

In this paper, we explored the possible variations and analyzing user‘s sentiment tendency in Custom Website. Sentiment Screen-

ing and Examination of Mass Individuals, which provides treatment suggestions for depressed persons through Custom Website. 

Statistical Analysis is used in this proposed method to classify the depressed from the social conversations. Patients are detected by 

way of texting in Screening facility to interact with a therapist, friends and family. Firstly, relationship-based features were inferred 

from users‘ dynamic Salton metrics and dynamic interaction frequency. Secondly, along with the number of negative emotional 

words, we built recent mood statistics and emotion divergence based on users‘ answers. And then on the basis of Statistical analysis, 

we represented models in lower layers from profilerelationship, and emotion-based dimension, respectively, followed by designing 

a multilayer Screening model on constructed models of different dimensions to analyze user‘s mind tendency. Finally, we ran a set 

of experiments on a real-world dataset to investigate the performance of our model and reported system performances in terms of 

precision, recall, and 1-measure. In general, the experimental results demonstrate the effectiveness of our planned framework. Here 

we achieve, Easy and fast to Detecting the Negative thoughts from patient using Screening.This Screening facility to interact with a 

therapist and the patient which are faster and more efficient. The ability to predict patients‘ outcomes early and therapy can be valu-

able because it can allow therapists to adjust therapy as soon as possible. 
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